Food Is Where You Find It

BY MARVIN C. CROSSMAN

"Food—Nutritive material taken into an organism for growth, work and maintaining the vital process..."—Noah Webster

These words would hardly describe the delectable and delicious cuisine which is offered to patrons at world-famous 'Durgin-Park.'

"Those who have not been in Boston before have probably never heard of this famous establishment, but the uninformed will not remain in ignorance for long. This Park is famous for its Indian pudding, baked beans, and more conventional dishes including delicious steaks and roast beef.

"If a restaurant's atmosphere is suitable for its cuisine, it remains a failure. In a similar manner, an uninitiated body will not remain in ignorance for long. This Park is famous for its Indian pudding, baked beans, and more conventional dishes including delicious steaks and roast beef."

"At this time you will perhaps recall a closer attachment to undergraduate life than is offered by the good Professors Sears and Phillips. Here is a program you can count on.
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